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ABSTRACT

M97 series siloxanes are poly(dimethyl-diphenyl) siloxanes that are reinforced
through a mixture of precipitated and fumed silica fillers which are blended in through the
addition of a short chain polydimethylsiloxane processing aid.  M97 silicones exhibit
crystallization at -80ºC by thermal (modulated differential scanning calorimetry) and
mechanical (dynamic mechanical analysis) techniques.  Isothermal dynamic mechanical
analysis experiments illustrated that crystallization occurred over a 1.8 hour period in silica-
filled systems and 2.8 hours in unfilled systems.  The onset of crystallization typically
occurred after a 30 minute incubation/nucleation period.  γ-radiation caused the
crystallization rate to decrease proportionally with dosage, but did not decrease the amount
of crystallization that ultimately occurred.  Irradiation in vacuum resulted in slower overall
crystallization rates compared to air irradiation due to increased crosslinking of the polymer
matrix under vacuum.  Modulated differential scanning calorimetry contrasted the
crystallization and melting behavior of pure PDMS versus the M97 base polymer and helped
determine which component of the composite was the origin of the crystallization
phenomena.

INTRODUCTION

The crystallization of polymers depends
upon several factors including symmetry,
chain flexibility, side groups, branching,
tacticity, and molecular weight (MW).1
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is known to
exhibit  cold crystal l ization at
temperatures (TCC) of -70°C to -100°C
based upon differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and x-ray diffraction
(XRD) studies.2,3,4   Cold crystallization is
crystallization that occurs during the
heating of a polymer that had been
previously cooled so rapidly that
crystallization could not occur to its full
extent.  In DSC analysis, cold
crystallization is usually observed by an
exothermic peak in which the size and
position (Tcc) of the peak are determined
by features such as temperature ramp

rates, molecular weight of the polymer,
filler content, and crosslinked-induced
changes in the mobility of the polymer.
XRD analysis has been used to determine
quantitative amounts of crystallinity in
PDMS by comparing the relative
intensities of amorphous and crystalline
peaks.

Aranguren3 demonstrated that, for
PDMS cooled at increasingly slower rates,
TCC shifts to higher temperatures and
decreases in magnitude, with cold
crystallization no longer being observable
at cooling rates of less than 1.5°C/min.
However, for smaller molecular weight
chains, crystallization occurs at lower
temperatures due to the smaller chains
having higher mobilities allowing for
larger and more ordered crystals to be
formed.  With the addition of fillers such
as silica, TC C and crystallization rates
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have been shown to increase, presumably
due to ordering of the polymer on the
surface of the filler phase providing
heterogeneous nucleation sites for
crystallization.  The amount of
crystallization has also been demonstrated
to decrease due to adsorption of the
polymer on the filler surface constraining
the motion of the polymer and therefore
reducing its ability to crystallize.  At a
silica loading of 10 wt. % or higher in the
PDMS system, cold crystallization was no
longer observable by DSC analyses.

The addition of phenyl side groups to
PDMS has been shown to reduce the rate
and extent of crystallization of the co-
polymer compared to that of pure
PDMS.5,6  The M97 series materials
considered here are a random block
copolymer of dimethyl, diphenyl, and
methylvinyl siloxanes in 90.7 wt. %, 9 wt.
% and 0.31 wt. % amounts (88.5 mol. %
PDMS, 11.2 mol. % PDPS, and 0.3 mol. %
PMVS), respectively.  Chistov et al.
showed that for poly(dimethyl-
methylphenyl)siloxane, crystallization is
observable by DSC up to 6.5 mol % phenyl
composition.5  However, Andrianov et al.
demonstrated that crystallization was
detected for compositions up to 8 mol %
phenyl for poly(dimethyldiphenyl)
s i loxane (PDMDPS)  by  XRD.6
Discrepancies between the two studies
could be due to differences in polymer
structure, molecular weights, and
instrument ramp rates.  Crystallization
rates were also observed to decrease with
increasing amounts of phenyl monomer
due to interruption in the polymer main
chain regularity and a reduction in chain
flexibility.

The effects of γ-radiation on crosslinking
of PDMDPS copolymers has been
examined by solvent swelling, viscometry,
and light scattering.7,8,9,10  Phenyl groups
have been shown to provide protective
effects against crosslinking due to the
ability of the resonant structure of the
phenyl group to mitigate the radiative
energy.  Individual phenyl groups have
been ascribed as protecting 5-6
neighboring units in the main chain at low
phenyl (<10 mol %) concentrations with a

reduction to only 2-3 neighbors at much
higher concentrations (40 mol %).  In
previous work, we detailed the effects of
gamma radiation on crosslink density by
solvent swelling7.  A modified solvent
swelling technique was used to resolve the
separate contributions of the matrix
polymer and filler phase to the overall
apparent crosslink density and showed
that hydrogen bonding at the polymer-
filler interface dominates the overall
apparent crosslink density of the material.
Samples irradiated in air displayed
decreased hydrogen bonding at the
polymer-filler interface, while vacuum
irradiation revealed the opposite effect.
The polymer matrix showed little change
in crosslink density at low doses (i.e., 0-5
Mrad) in air, but underwent a gradual
increase at higher doses.  Vacuum
irradiated samples increased in crosslink
density at lower doses (<1 Mrad) and to a
much greater extent than those samples
irradiated in air.  Presumably, the lack of
oxygen either: a) prolongs the lifetime of
radical species formed during irradiation
thus enhancing opportunities for
crosslinks to form, or b) precludes the
formation of peroxide or hyperperoxide
species which might otherwise be involved
in chain scission reactions.11

   The purpose of the current work is to
examine the crystallization behavior of
unfilled and silica-filled M97 series
siloxane polymer systems.  The extent of
crystallization and the crystallization
rates were probed using DMA, modulated
DSC and XRD.  Results will show that at
high (11 mol %) diphenyl content, these
polymers still exhibit crystallization, but
that the initiation of crystallization is
dramatically slower relative to that of
pure PDMS.

EXPERIMENTAL

The random block copolymer examined
in this study consisted of dimethyl (DMS),
diphenyl (DPS), and methyl vinyl (MVS)
siloxane monomer units.  The percentages
of each monomer unit in the base rubber
were 90.7 wt. % DMS, 9.0 wt. % DPS, and
0.31 wt. % MVS (NuSil Corp.,
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Carpenteria, CA).  The polymer was
compounded with silica by milling with a
mixture of 21.6 wt. % fumed silica (Cab-o-
Sil M7D, Cabot Corporation, Tuscola, Il),
4.0 wt. % precipitated silica (Hi-Sil 233,
PPG Industries Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa), and
6.8 wt. % ethoxy-endblocked siloxane
processing aid (Y1587, Union Carbide
Corp, Danbury, CT).  The resulting filled-
polymer system was studied in two forms:
a fully dense form and a 50% porous open
cell material.  The porous samples were
formed by milling the reinforced gum with
50 volume percent of 25-40 mesh prilled
urea spheres (Coastal Chem. Inc.
Cheyenne, Wyoming), which were sub-
subsequently washed out with water after
crosslinking of the polymer.  After aging
at 3 weeks at room temperature, both the
unfilled and silica-filled polymer gums
were crosslinked with the application of
heat to activate the peroxide curing agent
included in the base gum.

The presence of pores in the cellular
system did not have any effect on the
crystallization behavior of the material,
and this filled porous system was the one
studied unless otherwise indicated.
Samples were irradiated for various
periods of time in a stainless steel
container (volume ~ 2 l) exposed to a 60Co
gamma source (Ea v g~1.2 MeV, 0.5
Mrad/hr).  Vacuum samples were en-
capsulated in evacuated glass tubes
(pressure ~1x10- 4  torr), while air-
irradiated samples were left exposed to
the air environment inside the container.
All experiments were performed at the
same dose rate.

DMA testing was performed
(Rheometrics RMS-800 Dynamic
Mechanical Spectrometer, Piscataway,
NJ) in parallel plate geometry with a
static compression force of 400g.
Specimens were disks 1 mm in thickness
and 13 mm in diameter.  The sample was
sheared at a frequency of f=6.3 rad/sec and
using a ramp sequence of 20°C from
–150°C to 20°C at a rate of 2ºC/min.  The
maximum strain placed upon the sample
was 0.5%.  Isothermal DMA runs were
performed by cooling the sample down to

–83°C and dwelling at this temperature
for times ranging from 2 to 10 hours.

DSC analyses were performed (TA
Instruments, MDSC 2920, New Castle,
DE) by cooling the sample at a rate of
6°C/min. to –150°C from room tem-
perature.  Heating of the samples was
then performed at 3 °C/min. with a mod-
ulation frequency of ~0.04°C/50 sec.  Some
DSC samples were analyzed with the
addition of an isothermal dwell of up to 2
hours at –83°C on the cool down cycle
prior to commencing the rest of the run.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of DMA and MDSC analyses
show that cold crystallization took place in
filled M97 at –75 to -80ºC.  Figure 1
illustrates the thermal behavior of M97
samples as measured by DSC.  The glass
transition temperature (TG) was observed
to occur at -120ºC while melting (TM) was
detected by an endothermic peak at -60ºC
(∆ H M ~-2.5J/g).  Crystallization was
determined by the presence of an
exothermic peak at –80°C with a heat of
cold crystallization (∆HC) of ~1.5J/g.

FIGURE 1.  DSC of M97 composite
showing the glass transition, cold
crystallization, and melting events.

The amount of crystallization in this
polymer is very small compared to that of
pure PDMS (MW=150,000) shown in Fig.
2, which exhibited an ∆H C of 19 J/g at -
96ºC under the same conditions.  This
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indicates that, as expected, the phenyl
side groups and random nature of this
copolymer act as an effective barrier to
extensive crystallization.  Figure 3 shows
a typical plot of storage modulus (G’), loss
modulus (G’’), and loss tangent (tan δ) vs.
temperature for M97.  The glass transition
is evidenced by the drop in G’ and peak in
tan δ at –120°C and cold crystallization is
also evidenced by the peak in G’ at –75ºC
where the formation and melting of the
crystalline phase are the cause of the
shear modulus increase.

FIGURE 2.  DSC of PDMS and M97 base
polymer (PDMDPS).

FIGURE 3.  DMA of M97 showing G’, G”,
and tan δ as a function of temperature

Since there are two possible components
that can crystallize in the filled polymer

composite,  the dimethyldiphenyl
copolymer and the ethoxy-endblocked
short chain siloxane processing aid, the
individual components of the system were
examined separately by DSC.  An unfilled
M97 polymer exhibited no signs of cold
crystallization or melting and a glass
transition was the only feature observed
at–120ºC.  However, the ethoxy-
endblocked siloxane processing aid
exhibited crystallization at –95ºC and
melting at –70ºC as seen in Fig. 4.  Since
the role of the ethoxy-endblocked siloxane
processing aid is to increase workability
during mixing of the filler and polymer, it
is expected that the processing aid adsorbs
onto the silica filler surfaces.  The
resulting reaction between the ethoxy-
endblocked siloxane processing aid and
the silica filler during mixing results in
the elimination of ethanol which is readily
detectable by its odor.  DSC examination
of the processing aid/silica filler mixture,
shown in Fig. 4, did not exhibit any
crystallization, melting, or glass transition
due to adsorption of the short chain
siloxane on the filler surface.  Thus, the
data eliminate any contribution of the
processing aid on the crystallization of the
filled M97 polymer samples.

Since the individual components of the
polymer composite do not exhibit the same
crystallization behavior as the composite,
the kinetics of crystallization were
examined to determine if combining all
the  components  a f fec ted  the
crystallization rates.

FIGURE 4. DSC of the processing aid and a
processing aid/SiO2 mixture.
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To examine the kinetics of polymer
crystall ization,  isothermal DMA
experiments, shown in Figures 5&6, were
performed.  These experiments involved
rapidly cooling filled and unfilled fully
dense samples to -85ºC and tracking G’ as
a function of time.  The filled system
showed that crystallization took place over
a 1.8 hour period as evidenced by the
increase in G’ from 2.2 MPa to a plateau of
6.4 MPa in this time period.
Crystallization began after a 45-minute
induction period, presumably due to a
nucleation effect.  Without the filler
present, as shown in Figure 6,
crystallization took 2.8 hours to fully
crystallize with G’ increasing from 0.1
MPa to a plateau of 5.5 MPa; this increase
in crystallization period was mainly due to
an increase in the induction time to 90
minutes.  In both filled and unfilled
systems, the sharp increase in shear
modulus due to crystallization took place
over a 1 hour period.  This result is
contrary to both Andrianov and Chistov’s
work where crystallization was no longer
observed with DSC or XRD after phenyl
contents of 8 mol %.  In our work, the
presence of the silica filler was shown to
increase the rate of crystallization
compared to that seen in the unfilled
system, which is likely due to the silica
filler surfaces acting as heterogeneous
nucleation sites.

FIGURE 5. DMA at –85 oC of M97 showing
crystallization time to be approximately
1.8 hours.

FIGURE 6.  Isothermal DMA at –85 oC of
fully dense, unfilled and silica-filled M97
polymer showing the difference in
incubation and overall crystallization
times.

With the inclusion of a 2 hour
isothermal dwell at -83ºC during the
cooling cycle, in order to allow
crystallization to occur to its maximum
extent during DSC analysis, a new second
melting peak at -75ºC was revealed and
the amount of melting at -60ºC increased,
as shown in Figure 7.  Cold crystallization
is no longer evident in these samples as
adequate time has been given to
crystallize the polymer during the cool
down cycle.  In addition, the glass
transition has broadened out considerably.
It is interesting to compare M97 versus
pure PDMS, with regard to the effects of
the isothermal dwell (Fig. 7).  In PDMS,
the dwell during the cooling cycle at
crystallization temperatures resulted in a
singular melting peak at –47ºC compared
to the dual melting peaks at –38ºC and
–51ºC observed in Fig. 2 when no dwell
was included during the cool down period.
The dual melting peaks are proposed to be
the result of partial crystallization that
occurs during both the cooling and heating
cycles due to ramp rate effects.  This dual
melting phenomenon is reduced to a single
melting event with the inclusion of the
dwell during the cool down period, as
adequate time has been allowed for
crystallization to occur to completion in a
single event.  The M97 polymer, however,
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exhibits two melting peaks where there
was only one without the dwell step.
Since M97 takes longer to crystallize as
compared to PDMS, the dwell was
necessary to induce as much
crystallization as possible; if not enough
time was allowed, very little crystallinity
would be observed with this DSC
technique.  The dual melting phenomenon
above could also be evidence that two
different crystalline domain types exist in
the M97 copolymer due to different
molecular weight runs of PDMS.

FIGURE 7.  DSC of PDMS and M97 base
polymer (PDMDPS) with the 2 hour dwell
included.

Figure 8 describes a series of isothermal
DMA examinations of silica filled M97
irradiated to different gamma doses.
These results suggest that the ultimate
amount of crystallization does not change
with exposure to radiation; rather, it
occurs to the same extent only at slower
rates.  For an unirradiated sample,
approximately 1.8 hours were required for
full crystallization, while a sample dosed
to 25 Mrads took 10 hours to crystallize to
the same extent. Like the air-irradiated
samples shown in Figure 9, vacuum
irradiated samples also do not show a
decrease in the amount of crystallization.
However, even longer times for
crystallization have been observed for the
vacuum irradiated samples; this is likely
due to increased crosslinking during
irradiation.

FIGURE 8. Isothermal DMA at –85 oC of
M97 irradiated under air demonstrating
the difference in crystallization time with
increasing dose.

FIGURE 9. Isothermal DMA at –85 oC of
M97 irradiated under vacuum
demonstrating the difference in
crystallization time with increasing dose.

The kinetics of shear modulus increase
due to isothermal crystallization is
identical in form to overall crystallization
measured by more direct techniques.  The
crystallization kinetic behavior is
commonly described using the Avrami
relationship12 and a similar form was
applied to the shear storage modulus data.
To account for the increase in modulus
from an initial to final value, the following
modified Avrami relationship was used:

′ = ′ + ′ − ′ −G t G G G ef i f
ktn
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where ′Gi is the initial modulus, ′Gf  the

final modulus and k and n are the typical
Avrami parameters.  The values of these
parameters obtained from a fit of (1) to the
data for filled M97 exposed to different γ-
radiation levels are summarized in Table
1.  They show that the initial and final

moduli as well as the exponent n are
relatively constant for all levels of
exposure.  Furthermore, if it is assumed
that the modulus change is directly
proportional to the level of crystallinity,
then the value of 4 found for the exponent
is indicative of homogeneous nucleation
and spherulitic growth13.  The only
significant effect of radiation exposure is
on the rate of crystallization, which is

captured by the parameter k..  A common
way of indicating crystallization rates is to
measure the inverse of the time to reach
half the maximum value.  From (1), this
time is given by

t
ln

k

n

1 2

1
2

/ = 





(2)

Values for the inverse of this time are
plotted against radiation dose level in
Figure 10, clearly showing the effect of
radiation to retard crystallization rate and
the difference between material exposed
in vacuum and air environments.

TABLE 1. Avrami parameters for kinetics
of shear modulus increase at –85°C.

Exposure

(MRad)

′Gi

(MPa)

′Gf

(MPa)

n k

None .429 2.58 4.13 1.681

.5 in Air .472 2.74 4.41 1.467

1 in Air .450 2.62 4.69 .548

3 in Air .445 2.41 4.89 .163

5 in Air .433 2.36 4.75 .208

10 in Air .495 2.64 4.67 .021

25 in Air .500 2.55 4.09 7.78E-4

.5 in Vac. .480 2.76 3.41 .573

3 in Vac. .490 2.67 3.49 .108

8 in Vac. .529 2.69 3.78 5.04E-3

Although the use of aromatic side groups
in polymers has been shown to increase
the polymer’s radiation resistance due to
its delocalized π-electron structure,
crosslinking has been shown to occur.14,15   
As seen in Figure 11, a corresponding
change in G’ upon irradiation can be seen,
due to increased crosslinking.  Although
the current results indicate that the
crosslink density of an irradiated polymer
increases with dose, this apparently has
no effect on the ultimate amount of
crystallinity that occurs.
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FIGURE 10.  Rate of modulus increase
versus level of radiation exposure.

FIGURE 11.  Crosslink Density and G’ vs.
dose for M97 showing the corresponding
changes with γ-irradiation.

It is unknown at this time exactly where
additional crosslinking during irradiation
occurs along the siloxane polymer
backbone.  If crosslinking occurs across
dimethyl groups, then the extent of
crystallinity should decrease with dose.
On the other hand, if irradiation-induced
crosslinking occurs across the diphenyl
groups, then the extent of crystallinity
may not necessarily be affected.  Given
that the ultimate extent of crystallinity is
unchanged upon irradiation, it is likely
that the crystallization is occurring in the
diphenyl regions of the M97 base polymer.

SUMMARY

MDSC and DMA techniques were used
to show that silica filled and unfilled M97
composites exhibit cold crystallization at -
80ºC.  Isothermal DMA analysis shows
that crystallization takes place over a
period of 1.8 hours; the time to reach the
maximum extent of crystallinity increases
with γ-irradiation, primarily due to an
increase in the induction/nucleation period
before crystallization occurs.  However,
the ultimate amount of crystallization
does not decrease with increasing
radiation dose although crosslink density
has been shown to increase with dose.  It
is postulated that this is due to the
crosslinking occurring in the non-
crystallizing portion phenyl-containing
regions of the polymer.  Unfilled
copolymer systems are shown to take
longer for crystallization to be initiated,
presumably due to a lack of the
heterogeneous nucleation sites provided
by the filler surfaces.
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